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Snapshot 20191018 provided minor updates for both Mozilla Firefox 69.0.3 and Thunderbird 68.1.2. The update to
Firefox fixed a bug that prompted Yahoo mail users to download files when clicking on emails and the Thunderbird
update fixed some glitches and fixed the address book import from a CSV. GNOME software updated to version
3.34,which could be the version that will come in openSUSE Leap 15.2. GNOME?s Thessaloniki release includes
visual refreshes for a number of applications and the background selection settings also received a redesign, making it
easier to select custom backgrounds. Developers using GNOME 3.34 will notices more data sources in Sysprof that
make performance profiling of applications easier. Improvements to Builder include an integrated D-Bus inspector.
Javascript bindings for GNOME were also updated with the gjs 1.58.1 version and gtk3 3.24.12 fixed a pointer offsets
under X11 and Wayland. Python2 runtime support was removed with the updated of the samba 4.11.0 package; python

3.4 or later is required.
Also in the 20191018 snapshot was an update for the new programing language vala 0.46.3 that focuses on GNOME
developers had multiple additions to the package. Programing language ruby 2.6.5 fixed a code injection vulnerability
along with three other Common Vulnerabilities and Exposures. openSUSE?s snapper 0.8.5 package updated to allow
trailing comments in configuration files. The Linux Kernel updated to 5.3.6. NetworkManager 1.18.4 improved the
handling of externally added policy routing rules and for rules that are taken over after a restart of a NetworkManager
service. The NetworkManager-applet 1.8.24 package added support for SAE authentication (WPA3 Personal). Fix
regression fixes were made in both the 2.62.1 versions of glib2 and glib-networking; the latter also made two memory
leak fixes. Other noteworthy packages that were updated in the snapshot were webkit2gtk3 2.26.1, libsoup 2.68.2, grilo
0.3.10, and dconf 0.34.0. The snapshot is trending at a stable rating of 92, according to the Tumbleweed snapshot
reviewer.
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